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By NICOLA BARDON

A FORMER soldier who
went on eight tours to the
Lebanon has told how he’s
been left mentally scarred
— but received no help
from the military he served.

Hero Chris Donovan, who left
the Army in 1997, has tried to
take his own life twice after
struggling with the flashbacks
of seeing people killed.

But he now vows: “I’ve seen teens
being killed, survived two suicide
attempts — I won’t let PTSD kill me.”

Like many former soldiers who
live with PTSD, Chris turned to
alcohol when he couldn’t get help.

He tried therapists outside of the
Army but there were no serving
psychotherapists to help people like
him who struggled with flashbacks
of the horrors they lived through.

Dubliner Chris, 54, said: “I stood
behind a wall when machine gun
bullets were hitting one side of it
and I was on the other and the wall
was getting smaller and I wasn’t.

“I had to make a decision, get out
into that fire and get to better cover,
that’s what you do. No other job tells
you to do these things and expects
you to be OK the day after it.

“I ended up medicating through
alcohol and became a bit of a
ruffian. The difference between a
civilian ruffian and an Army ruffian
is an Army one is trained to take
your life.

“In the Army at the time — and
even now — if you turned around
and said ‘I am having a bad time
here,’ the predominant reaction
would have been, ‘Would you grow a
pair of balls?’ 

“And it’s only in the last couple of
years, that people will turn around
and say, ‘I had a bad time too’.”

But Chris — who joined the Army
as a teenager — said his repeated
trips to the Lebanon left him
struggling to survive.

He explained: “I’ve tried twice to
take my own life with this. The first
time was overseas. I was sitting in
the billet (a temp home for soldiers)
and we were in the mountains. 

“It was winter and the temperature
goes down to -10°C or so and icicles
on the window were horizontal. I
was looking up at the roof, and I
said if you are up there, help
me, I am going down. 

“I had a rifle cocked on my
lap and a pistol cocked in my
hand and the wall exploded
from chip wood and a friend
of mine jumped in, ‘What
are you doing?’ He never
reported it, I never reported
it, we just got on with it.

“I thought, ‘it can’t get any
lower than this’. But the
second time I was at home,
I was kind of homeless and
I gathered all the tablets I
could get and a bottle of
vodka and I took them all.

“And I lay down in the
corner and I said it will
overtake me soon and next
thing I started vomiting
everywhere. A friend of
mine found me and I told
him what I did. 

“But I decided then, ‘I
didn’t give life to myself,
I’ve no right to take my own’.”
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Lebanon . . . Chris, far right, during tour

Chris has attempted to 
take his own life twice

TOUGH FIGHT

‘Saving Private Ryan a trigger’
POST-traumatic stress disorder comes to each
sufferer in different ways.

Ex-soldier Chris Donovan cannot remember why,
but August is always hard for him.

He said: “The Vietnam War ended for the US in
1975. In 2015, people were still being newly diag-
nosed with PTSD. It doesn’t stop. 

“August for me is a real hard month. I don’t
think I sleep a wink in August, I can be quite
unpleasant, I isolate myself a lot. 

“I make plans with people and not turn up
because I can’t get out of the house. But I don’t
know why August affects me, it just kicks my

ass.” Hearing sounds similar to what Chris
experienced also are a powerful trigger.

He said: “I went to see Saving Private Ryan
when it came out. I went into a cinema in Santry
Omniplex, and next thing I hear the sounds of the
rounds hitting steel, and the sound was bang on,
and then I hear the rounds hitting water and
beside you and I started to shake. 

“I crawled out of that cinema on my hands and
knees and this girl on the door just started
laughing. I couldn’t even talk. I got as far as the
Swiss Cottage and I climbed inside a pint glass
and I stayed there.”

IT is not only the wars abroad
that are leaving Irish soldiers
scarred, an ex Army man says.

Paul Clarke, who works with
the Irish United Nations
Veterans Association as well as
the 2nd Infantry Battalion
Association, told the Irish Sun
a lot of things close to home
have affected troops.

He said: “The Stardust, not a
lot of people knew that the
Stardust fire, the Army were
called in, young guys who were
in their billets, all out to the
back of a truck up there. Got
tents and marquees, set up a
temporary morgue and were
unloading charred bodies of all
sizes. And not trained, no psy-
chological support. 

“Air India in ‘85, Naval guys
were sent out and told ‘right
get that body’ and having to
jump in. Then when they come
ashore, another batch of lads
from Collins Barracks Corps
sent out to unload the bodies,
no training whatsoever.

“There have been numerous
suicides, that are reported
locally and not nationally and a
lot of them are relating to the
Defence Forces.”

STARDUST 
HIT LADS 
HARD TOO
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We had to deal 
with horrors of 
war on our own
For years, Chris wasn’t sure why he
was unable to drift off at night.

He said: “I had never heard of
post-traumatic stress disorder, I just
knew I hadn’t slept in years.

“I have this recurring dream where
I am harvesting cabbages but they
are not cabbages, they’re heads. 

“I am harvesting heads and putting
them in a bag and there is a big bag
at the end of the row. I am chopping
heads to get to this and I feel these
arms coming around my throat.

“I was involved in an incident
where a knife was held to my throat
and I was detained for a few hours
by these people and I ended up
taking the knife off this man and
dropped it and pushed him away.”

Ballymun native Chris entered the
Army in 1984, joining the 56th
Battalion after trying and leaving
apprenticeships. He was first sent
abroad as part of the United Nations

peacekeeping mission work of the
Army in the Leb. 

Speaking at the Irish United
Nations Veterans Association
memorial garden in Dublin, he said:
“I was just gone 19 and I thought,
‘this is great, sun holiday, paid, bit of
craic with the lads, do what soldiers
do’. Man did my eyes open.”

On his very first trip to Lebanon
he saw something that still haunts
him to this day, nearly 35 years later.

He said: “Myself and another lad
got seconded to another platoon in
Yater. The Israelis came into the
town and what they do is they ring
the town and they take all the males
out of the town over 14.

“In the humanitarian effort, we
used to get this bread over there, it
was shaped like a Vienna roll but it
was as tough as boots so we didn’t
eat it. There was a family beside the
house, the Karanis, a mother and

two sisters, so we used to give them
the bread and that was their
subsistence. They would leave it in
milk to soften it and dip it in honey.
They used to grow vegetables and
everything in the front garden.

“This day the armed personnel
carrier went out trailing this guy,
Khalil, who was an enforcer for the
Israeli army. 

“He passed the Karanis’ house and
he walked up to the young one, she
was 15 and she was picking
aubergines, and I will never forget it.
He walked up to her, he smiled at
us and he shot her in the head.

“She dropped like a stone. I got
the rifle up and he disappeared
through the house and ran and you
are left there with a 15-year-old with
an aubergine still in her hand and
all that was left of her head.

“I was 19 and that shook the s***
out of me. Before I went there, I was

a normal well-adjusted kid, I came
back and I couldn’t sit. I would go
for a beer with my Da and I would
have to sit in the corner of the pub
because I didn’t have to deal with
what was behind me. I was on the
bus going back to barracks, and a
stone came through the window and
I hit the ground. I remember crawl-
ing to the stairs of the bus and tum-
bling to the bottom and shaking.

“That girl’s name was Moana
Karani, she was 15 years old and she
was doing nothing but picking food
in her garden, and that is the value
of life in Lebanon. (He did it) just
because he could. He wanted to
demonstrate the power he had.”

The Department of Defence told
the Irish Sun a “wide range of both
medical and non-medical supports
are provided to serving members of
the Defence Forces who experience
traumatic events in the line of duty”.

Paul, left, & Chris 
at UN Veterans’ 

Association
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MORALE’S 
TANKING

IT’S the institution on
which we all rely in
times of crisis, but
now the Irish Defence
Force is broken and in
need of our help.

Years of savage pay
cuts and chronic lack
of investment have
resulted in a service
that is overstretched
and undermanned,
compromising the
safety and security of
this country.

Morale is at an all-
time low, as serving
members struggle with
paltry pay that doesn’t
cover even basic bills.

Many are crippled by
huge commuting costs
thanks to the closure
of several barracks,
and have been forced
to work in buildings
plagued by ant and rat
infestations.

At sea, our brave
Naval Service members
carry out key opera-
tions without the nec-
essary experience,
putting their lives on
the line because of a
lack of manpower. 

These selfless sol-
diers, sailors and Air
Corps members aren’t
the only ones suffer-
ing, as partners, wives
and children are paying
a heavy price for their
loved ones’ service by
living on the poverty
line. And the crisis is
only deteriorating.

Desperate and disil-
lusioned, members are
leaving the Force in
their droves.

It’s time for change.
But as members are
legally prohibited from
striking, they rely on
the efforts of their
families and former
colleagues to cham-
pion their cause.

We want to help, so
today we’re asking you
to support our cam-
paign to Defend Our
Forces and secure the
futures of this vital
service and the people
who provide it.

This Saturday, we’re
asking you to join with
tens of thousands of
supporters at the
Campaign for Respect
and Loyalty parade in
Galway where you can
help make their voices
heard. Stand with us.

lA PILOT scheme
to help veterans

who need support
with issues like PTSD
is being launched by
the Irish United
Nations Veterans’
Association. For
more information,
visit Iunva.ie.
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Savage pay cuts, rat-infested 
barracks, dwindling numbers, 
lack of Government respect & 
plunging morale. It’s time to...

By JAMES BEAL, US Editor

TWO monsters massacred 29 people in two US
mass shootings within 12 hours of each other.

White supremacist Patrick Crusius, 21, slayed
20 parents and kids in a packed Texas Walmart.

And Connor Betts, 24, killed nine people at
an Ohio bar, including his sister and her fella.

Full Story — Pages 10 and 11
Evil . . Crusius, 

top, & Betts
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CURTIS:
6I’m with Maura..
but can’t rule out
love with a guy7

THE Irish Sun today launches the 
Defend Our Forces campaign as poor 

pay and conditions push the
military to breaking point.

We’ll champion the cause of
members who are legally
prohibited from striking.

Ex-Army hero, retired Sergeant
Major Noel O’Callaghan, left, warns
record numbers are leaving our

Defence Forces — and wants the
Government to treat personnel with
“the respect” they deserve.

Full Story — Pages Four and Five

Harte and Gavin defend 28 changes

By GORDON MANNING

JIM GAVIN and Mickey
Harte defended making
wholesale changes to their
teams that created a
phoney war in Omagh
ahead of next weekend’s
All-Ireland semi-finals.

The Dubs made 13 personnel
switches from the XV that beat
Roscommon last time out —
only Jonny Cooper and James
McCarthy surviving the cull. 

Tyrone made a remarkable 15
alterations from their victory
over Cork. 

A total of 28 changes at
Healy Park.

But Gavin refused to concede
this was merely shadow boxing
ahead of next week’s All-
Ireland semi-final battles.

The Dublin manager said: “I
can’t speak for the opposition
but from our perspective, we

Turn to Page 3

Dublin........................1-16
Tyrone......................0-13

WE’RE HEAD
OVER HEALY

DUBSIDE DOWN . . .
Michael McKernan of 
Tyrone is tackled by 

Cian O’Connor (left) 
and Robert McDaid as 
(right) Jim Gavin says 
hello to Mickey HarteMonday, 

August 5, 2019

PABLO STUNNER

Off
to a 
flier

By JUSTIN ALLEN

LEEDS top the Championship after sweeping
aside Bristol City in convincing style.

Pablo Hernandez’s first-half belter was followed by

goals from Patrick Bamford and Jack Harrison before

Andreas Weimann pulled one back for the Robins.
Fan favourite Hernandez said: “It was a difficult game

but the first-half goal gave us confidence. 
“We did good work in defence and scored three goals.

It was important to win the first game.”
But boss Marcelo Bielsa — whose side blew what looked

like certain promotion with a shocking late run last term

— said: “All the things that happen at the start of the

season is not an indication as to what will happen at the

end. We know that after what happened last season.”
Match report — Pages 2, 3

MARVIN SORDELL 
EXCLUSIVE

P6 & 7

Bristol City...............1 Leeds...............3

 FOOTBALL
INDUSTRY
EATS AWAY
 AT YOU      

70%
LEEDS have racked up
14 wins in their
opening league games
in the last two decades
— an impressive 70 per
cent win rate.

LEAGUE LEEDERS . . .
Hernandez celebrates 

after opening the scoring

SEE PAGES 7
AND 24 & 25

FORCES
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By AOIFE FINNERAN

A RETIRED soldier has told
how the agonising strug-
gles of former colleagues
prompted him to take to
the streets in protest.

James Mee is so incensed at
the poor pay and conditions
endured by members of the
Defence Forces that he
mounted a campaign for
change, even sleeping outside
the gates of Leinster House.

And he says he won’t stop until
Ireland’s soldiers get the financial
recognition and improved condi-
tions they deserve.

James, 53, explained: “I know of
one house in Monaghan where the
child said to the mother, ‘Mammy,
we’ll be all right, we’ll get a meal
tomorrow’. The child knew it was
the day before the cheque came
into the bank.

“Up to then they’re eating cereal
for dinner because they’re literally
not able to afford anything else
until pay day.

“That’s the struggle out there but
they can’t speak out about it so
they’re depending on people like
me to make noise.”

James, from Monaghan, retired
back in 2011 after a 31-year career
which saw him complete four tours
in Lebanon.

Describing himself as “passionate
about the Army and passionate
about the flag,” he said the service
provided by the Defence Forces on
limited resources has always been
“phenomenal”.

Yet he believes the situation has
deteriorated drastically in recent
years with savage pay cuts and
lack of investment.

He said: “The Army is going
backwards. It has been let down
time and time again.”

While he’s regularly approached
by would-be applicants looking for
advice, James says he regretfully
dissuades people from signing up
to the Defence Forces.

He explained: “My answer is
always the same when I’m asked
about joining the Army.

“At the present time it’s not a
good career, so they need to wait
until this mess is sorted out.

“You see young people going in
and they quickly realise there’s no
career in it.

“They’re given the uniforms in
the first month for training and
they’re buying themselves out a few
months later.

“The only delay in buying them-
selves out is the cost. It’s very
unfair. They realise there’s nothing
going for them, no career, and
they’re working in rat and mice-in-
fested barracks, in buildings that
are run-down and condemned.”

Defence Force funding fell by
almost a third between 2010 and
2015, while cost-saving measures
resulted in the closure of several
barracks and the relocation of sol-
diers. This has created an added
burden for some members who
have been forced into long and
expensive commutes.

James explained: “You’re talking
about soldiers who are putting all
their money into second-hand cars
to get to work.

“For a soldier to travel from
Dundalk to Monaghan, it’s €100 a
week in fuel, and more if they
have to travel to Dublin.

“Some of them sleep in cars to
save on petrol because there’s no
accommodation for them.” The

the Military Service Allowance
payment, increasing the average
salary by between €602 and €675
per year.

However, James says this figure
is “an insult” and won’t make any
noticeable difference to the lives of
hard-pressed Defence Force mem-
bers, many of whom are living on
the breadline.

He explained: “These are people
who took out ordinary mortgages
and now they can’t afford them. 

“They have been destroyed by
cuts. They’re trying to raise fam-
ilies but the pay doesn’t even cover
the basics.

“I’ve seen repossessions in Mona-
ghan and Cavan, people’s houses
and cars being taken off them.”

He added: “Over the years, when
all of the cuts were implemented,
we were taken for everything we

had. Considering the struggles of
young men and women and what
their families are going through,
the €10m is an insult.

“Nothing less than full restoration
of pay will do or else the Govern-
ment is wasting its time.”

For its part, the Dept of Defence
said: “The Government is fully
committed to ensuring the Defence
Forces have the necessary
resources to deliver on all their
assigned roles as evidenced by an
allocation of over €1bn to the
Defence Sector, including Army
Pensions, in 2019.

“This allocation includes full
funding for the pay and allowances
of the target strength of 9,500 Per-
manent Defence Force personnel.”

Defence Force members are pro-
hibited from striking over pay and
conditions, so former soldiers like

James believe it’s up to them to
speak out on behalf of their former
colleagues.

He’s determined to be a thorn in
the Government’s side, staging pro-
tests outside Leinster House several
times a week.

He’s also supporting the cam-
paign for Respect and Loyalty for
Members of the Defence Forces
and will join with thousands of
others at a parade in Galway city
this Saturday.

He said: “People’s lives are being
destroyed and they are now
depending on people like me to
speak up for them.

“They’re depending on me to be
outside the Dail, out on the streets,
talking to politicians, holding up
my sign — and I’ll do whatever it
takes to help them.”

@IrishSunOnline
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impact of non-investment is
already clear in some barracks,
where problems include rat and
ant infestations.

The Department of Defence has
acknowledged the need for
improvements to infrastructure,
pointing out it has allocated €25m
in planned capital investment. 

This includes the refurbishment
of accommodation at Haulbowline,
Casement Aerodrome, Plunkett
Block 7 in the Curragh, and Cathal
Brugha Barracks, as well as
upgrades to facilities in Custume
Barracks in Athlone and Cool-
money Camp in the Glen of Imaal.

Following years of cuts to allow-
ances, there was some good news
for members last month when the
Government approved a €10m
remuneration package.

The money will be used to boost

ON A KNIFE EDGE

Speaking out . . retired soldier James

6They are working in mice 
and rat-infested barracks7

Brave service men and women
suffering in current conditions

Activist James as a young soldier with his family, left, and soldiers go through their paces on a miltary training site, right

END BAD PAY

TOLL ON FAMILIES TRAINING DAY
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IT’S the institution on
which we all rely in times
of crisis, but now the Irish
Defence Force is broken
and in need of our help.

Years of savage pay cuts
and chronic lack of invest-
ment have resulted in a
service that’s overstretched
and undermanned, compro-
mising the safety and sec-
urity of this country.

Morale is at an all-time
low, as serving members
struggle with paltry pay
that doesn’t cover even
basic bills.

Many are crippled by
huge commuting costs
thanks to the closure of
several barracks, and have
been forced to work in
buildings plagued by ant
and rat infestations.

At sea, our brave Naval
Service members carry out
key operations without the
necessary experience, put-
ting their lives on the line
due to a lack of manpower.

These selfless soldiers,
sailors and Air Corps
members aren’t the only
ones suffering, as part-
ners, wives and children
pay a heavy price for their
loved ones’ service by liv-
ing on the poverty line.

And the crisis is only
deteriorating. Desperate
and disillusioned, members
are leaving the Force in
their droves, leaving it
impossible to retain staff
and expertise.

It’s time for change. But,
as members are legally
prohibited from striking,
they rely on the efforts of
their families and former
colleagues to champion
their cause.

We want to help, so
today we’re asking you to
support our campaign to
Defend Our Forces and
secure the futures of this
vital service and the peo-
ple who provide it.

This Saturday, we’re ask-
ing you to join with tens of
thousands of supports at
the Campaign for Respect
and Loyalty parade in Gal-
way where you can help
make their voices heard.

Stand with us.
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Soldiers’ 
pay is so 

poor some 
kids have
no choice 
but cereal
for dinner

RESTORATION OF CASH CALL 

Tribute . . Defence Forces celebrate 1916 Rising

Campaigner . . . Mee

ARMY 
WASN’T 
ALWAYS 
BROKEN

Proud history
By AOIFE FINNERAN

DESPITE humble beginnings,
the Irish Defence Forces has
always been a proud institution.

Founded in 1913 amid rising
militancy against British rule in
Ireland, the group was known as
the Irish Volunteers and quickly
amassed a force of around 180,000
members.

By 1916, it was effectively under
the control of the Irish Republican
Brotherhood. Led by Padraig Pearse,
it launched its first battle during
the Easter Rising of 1916.

Survivors of the failed rebellion
later regrouped and led the War of
Independence against Britain which
ended when a truce was agreed
with the UK on July 21, 1921. This
led to the setting up of what would
later become the Irish Air Corps.

Following the passing of the 1922
Treaty, the subsequent Civil War
divided Irish soldiers into the Nat-
ional Army — formerly the Pro-
Treaty IRA — and anti-treaty forces.

By 1924, the State’s armed forces
received legal status and were for-
mally established as Oglaigh na
hEireann on October 1, 1924.

When World War 2 broke out in
September 1939, Defence Forces
numbers stood at less than 20,000,
so a recruitment campaign brought
total numbers, including local
defence forces, up to 106,000.

Ireland formally became a Repub-
lic in 1949, and six years later it
joined the United Nations.

A historic mission followed in 1958
when the first Irish military observ-
ers were sent on UN service to the
Middle East, a proud tradition
which continues to this day.

In 1960, the first Irish troops were
sent on a UN mission to the Congo.

Subsequent UN missions took
Irish troops to Cyprus, while troops
have also served in missions con-
ducted by the EU, the Organisation
for Security and Cooperation in
Europe and Nato.

Personnel have also carried out
humanitarian work in regions such
as Somalia and Rwanda, and inter-
vened in areas of conflict in Leba-
non, Liberia and Kosovo.

However, continuing progression
requires investment, and the
Defence Forces was badly hit by
cuts implemented during the reces-
sion, affecting pay and limiting
resources.

Without urgent action, the future
it faces is an uncertain one.
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